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Argh...
I can't even think of a good title for this post. Argh will have to do.
I am so tired and disappointed I haven't been keeping up to date with my blogging. But sleep will
always be a priority over blogging.
Anyway, a little update.
Obviously little man hasn't been sleeping well. We went from 1-2 wake ups a night to… a lot. I think
its his teeth, but honestly I have no idea. Its been going on for almost six weeks with no more teeth
to be seen so maybe he's just torturing me.
We are off to 'sleep school' down in Melbourne next week after I rang them and begged them to get
us in earlier (we were in for late August). I initially think the begging didn't work because I went with
the calm/polite approach not the sobbing/wailing they probably usually get.. but last week I got a
call and immediately felt relief wash over me.
Even now, after a not so good day today with 2 x 45 minute naps and much of the 'errrrrrrr' noise
that Crangus makes when he's hungry/tired, I'm not too fazed, only one week til I get rescued.
What else? OH! I got a coffee machine. This may or may not be related to the above sook about
lack of sleep. Who needs sleep when you have coffee on tap! It is AMAZING and has been so
much fun tinkering with. So far my coffee is a step above the old JenLax™ I used to make at The
LAN MIne but probably not quite braggable yet. I'll get there - the machine can do it but the
problem is with the user!

I am all out of things to blog about…need to go to bed. But I do have a 'song of the month' post to
do too. Stay tuned for that. Hopefully I will get back to blogging more (and finishing that pesky 50
things to blog about challenge too).
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- Jen
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